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Different roads to the same target: inclusion through
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Abstract

Two studies were undertaken in former Soviet republics: Ukraine and Moldova. The first
study in 2012-2015 was investigating how families with impaired children experience their
lives in societies with transition economies, meeting conditions of poverty. As a result of
this study, crucial factors, constituting poverty in these families were analysed and identified
as a multi-dimensional issue ‘for understanding the holistic picture of disaster and hardship
leading families with ChildrenwithDisabilities (ChDis) to poverty’(4). The research study
has shown that special education as an area of social exclusion and segregation of ChDis
and their families, rooted in the principle of socialist humanism and ‘DefectologicalEduca-
tionalModel (DEM)’ (2), played a significant role in the reproduction of poverty in these
families. Historical dominance of social exclusion through DEM segregation for disabled
learners in the Soviet ideological context, currently is recognised as ‘unrealized utopia’ (2).
Inclusive movement is met as a meaningful challenge in education, generating resistance from
families. The second study started in 2019, investigating inclusion in the same countries,
adding Sweden as EU country (1, 3). All the data will be analysed corresponding to contex-
tual circumstances, contributing to further illumination of the research question - if social
inclusion in life could be reached through segregation in school?
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